Date: August 28, 2015  
Bulletin Number: XTS 42  
Subject: MY 2016 XTSPRO Fuel Economy Ratings and Emission Documentation

Please review the attached information and forward to appropriate individuals within your organization.

This information from General Motors should assist you as a final stage vehicle manufacturer of 2016 Cadillac XTS professional vehicles equipped with W30, V4U or B9Q options.

The items addressed are:
1) Federal fuel economy of converted vehicles  
2) Determination of applicable gas-guzzler taxes  
3) Emission certification of converted vehicles

The information in the attached table is from General Motors’ Emission and Fuel Economy Certification Testing of Data Vehicles simulating conversions of 2016, 3.6L Cadillac XTS professional vehicles at different inertia weight classes. The vehicles have been certified to Federal and California emission standards (see attachments).

Please contact Ray Bush with any questions.